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ABSTRACT: The scope of provisional measures is to protect the rights of the parties
which may be prejudiced during the arbitral procedure. The risk that important
evidence may be lost or that the goods subjected to litigation may be alienated, which
would make the execution difficult is particularly high, especially concerning
international commercial arbitration. The aim of the study hereby is to analyze how
the arbitrators’ competence to order interim measures is reflected in the main arbitration
institutions and the internal legislations, as well as the limitations thereof.
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Although arbitration has the advantages of swiftness and flexibility compared to the
traditional way to resolve a dispute through the national courts, the period of time required
by the arbitral procedure may cause a party certain damages, even irreparable, ultimately
affecting the efficiency of the arbitration award.

In order to avoid such situations, the parties may apply for interim measures of
protection2.

Their aim is to preserve a certain status quo or a legal situation, in order to protect
the rights subjected to arbitration3.

1 The publication of this paper was possible due to the research grant given to the author by “Petru Maior”
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2 In terms of terminology, provisional measures are found in national laws and regulations of the institutions of
arbitration under the names of conservative protective and interim measures, such terms being used
interchangeably. See Emmanuel Gaillard, John Savage,”Fouchard, Gaillard, Goldman On International Commercial
Arbitration”, Ed. Kluwer Law International, Haga, 1999, p. 709.
3 See Gary B. Born, „International Commercial Arbitration”, Ed. Kluwer Law International, Netherlands, 2009, p.
1944.


